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1 Introduction 

PJA are appointed by Langport Parish Council and Huish Parish 

Council to provide professional transport planning advice in 

relation to their aspirations for improved active travel 

connectivity throughout Langport and Huish Episcopi. This work 

is an extension of the study previously undertaken in Curry Rivel, 

which also considered the links between these neighbouring 

settlements. Some of the links have been reconsidered in this 

report at the request of the client. 

Langport is a small town and civil parish in south somerset. Sitting on the 

A378 between Taunton and Somerton. The parish, which covers only part 

of the town, has a resident population of around 1,080. Huish Episcopi 

has a separate parish that includes much of the town’s outskirts.1  

 
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Langport 

 

There are various high street shops, pubs, cafes and small businesses on 

Bow Street (A378). The town also has a primary school, a secondary 

school, a leisure centre, a recreation ground, a doctor’s surgery, a 

supermarket, two churches and a historical landmark - The Hanging 

Chapel. There is a significant local employer, Romford Wholesale Meats, 

to the southeast of the town. These key destinations of Langport were 

also shown on the Key Destinations map of the previous study, as they 

are all within a 20-minute cycle of Curry Rivel, whereas they are all within 

15 minute walk of most parts of Langport and Huish Episcopi.  

While these destinations are within close proximity to the community, it 

is anecdotally understood and assumed that many people will choose to 

travel to them by car due to the poor quality of active travel routes in and 

around the town coupled with traffic dominated streets. Abundant free 

parking and limited public transport services will also contribute to 

perceived high levels of reliance upon private cars.  The lack of cycle 

infrastructure in the area is likely to be suppressing the use of bikes 

particularly for frequent utility and commuting journeys.  

 

 

A site visit was undertaken on 26.09.22 whereby the existing and 

potential links throughout the town were assessed. The key links or active 

travel corridors were plotted on to maps which highlight key constraints 

and opportunities. The links were then scored using an adapted version 

of the Cycling Level of Service assessment tool from LTN 1/20 Cycle 

Infrastructure Design in order to help with prioritisation. The scoring then 

feeds in to the assessment where recommendations and next steps are 

proposed.  
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2 Existing Movement Networks  

2.1 Walking 

The town is around 1.7km long and 1.1km wide, meaning that a walking 

journey between any two points in the town should take no more than 

20 minutes.  

However, the form of the town limits opportunities for people to move 

around on foot, with most journeys requiring at least some use of the 

narrow footways, alongside the A378 for example, and the topography 

and proximity to high volumes of traffic may make many routes 

unattractive. 

While there are some formal crossing opportunities within the Langport, 

there is scope to improve the pedestrian environment and permeability 

through the town.  

There are a number of unsurfaced rural footpaths adjacent to the river 

and through Northstreet Moor, and some narrow paths which provide 

pedestrian routes through the town. The rural footpaths are generally not 

suitable for use on utility journeys, particularly during inclement weather, 

and many of the paths have a significant gradient.  

The more recent housing developments in the east and north of the town 

have pedestrian connections within them which are not formal public 

rights of way. 

The Somerset County Council Rights of Way plan shows the existing 

network of footpaths. There are no bridleways, restricted byways, 

byways open to all traffic or cycle paths shown in and around the two 

settlements. Nor are there any permissive routes recorded on the plan. 

Huish Drove to the south of the town is not currently classified as a public 

right of way, although it is classed as a traffic free cycle route. 
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2.2 Cycling 

There is no cycle infrastructure within Langport and Huish Episcopi, and 

very limited public cycle parking facilities. Cyclists therefore have to share 

the A378 or the network of rural lanes with traffic to travel around the 

village or between the village and the neighbouring settlements. 

To the south west of Langport, National Cycle Network Route 339 links 

Langport with National Cycle Network Route 3 to the south east of 

Bridgwater. Most of NCR 339 is on road, but most of NCR 3 is a traffic free 

route between Bridgwater and Taunton.  

To the south of Langport a traffic free cycle route (Parrett Cycleway) is 

provided along the alignment of a former railway line but this does not 

form part of the National Cycle Network. This route is not a public right 

of way and runs across privately owned land. South Somerset District 

Council agreed access rights over the route in 1988 and pay an annual 

licence fee to the land owners. The route is maintained by South 

Somerset Council. 

To the south west of Langport NCR 33 passes through Isle Brewers and 

Fivehead as it passes between Ilminster in the south and Taunton in the 

west. The route is primarily on road between Whitelackington and Creech 

St Michael. 

Langport and Huish Episcopi are within easy cycling distances of Curry 

Rivel which can be covered in 15 – 20 minutes depending on the 

direction. Somerton to the east of Langport can be accessed by bike 

within approximately 20 – 30 minutes.  

Larger settlements such as Taunton, Bridgwater, Street, Yeovil and 

Ilminster are around one hour’s cycle from the town, while this distance 

may not be attractive to the majority of utility cyclists, although the use 

of eBikes may enable more people to undertake these type of journeys 

(10 – 12miles) on a regular basis.   
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3 Route options 

Based upon the previous study in Curry Rivel and a more recent 

assessment of Langport, a range of links have been identified for 

delivering improvements to the active travel network around Langport. 

This chapter shows potential route options with descriptions and route 

maps presented below. These include commentary which provides an 

indication of the type of construction or improvement needed at various 

points along each route. 

3.1 Map 1 - Riverside link 

Map 1 shows a potential route which predominantly follows the River 

Parrett and provides an east – west connection through the town of 

Langport. At the western extent, the route starts at the River Parrett 

Bridge and follows the existing path alongside the river for approximately 

740m, which would need widening and resurfacing. It then follows the 

alignment of existing PRoW L20/8, where resurfacing would be required, 

and two footbridges would need to be replaced.  

The route would also need to be re-designated as a bridleway. Before 

joining The Hill, there is a short section which is narrow with a steep 

gradient and width constraints, which is likely to make the route 

unsuitable for cycling. Traffic calming measures and an extension of the 

20mph zone would be required on The Hill to enable cyclists to share the 

carriageway. Alternative links in this area were assessed but discounted 

as they are unsuitable for cycling, and are discussed further in section 5.   

Finally, the route joins an existing path between The Hill and Wincanton 

Road, which requires widening. It is proposed that the Puffin crossing 

outside the school is upgraded to a Toucan crossing, which is the case for 

all of the routes proposed in this area, to tie into the Academy.  

 

 

Modal filter Public realm enhancement / sympathetic traffic calming 
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3.2 Map 2 – Southern Link: Huish Drove to The 

Academy  

The southern link shown on Map 2 connects an existing cycle route to the 

southwest of Langport, and follows Huish Drove for approximately 930m, 

which would require resurfacing. It then heads southeast along the 

existing PRoW L13/41 and following Prow L13/15 adjacent to the 

abattoir. The route then continues north along PRoW L13/14 to the 

Courtfield neighbourhood then on a shared footway alongside the A372 

and potentially using third party land up to the academy. Improvements 

to the PRoWs would be necessary, and a new crossing would be required 

on the A372. 

 

 

 

 

  

Multi-user path with bound surface 

Rural modal filter 
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3.3 Map 3 – East to west link: Northstreet Moor to The 

Academy  

Map 3 shows another link connecting the east and west of Langport but 

utilises the existing path alignment on Norstreet Moor bordering the 

northwest of the town. Starting at the River Parrett Bridge, the route then 

heads north to cross Bow Street where a new controlled crossing would 

be required. The current alignment shown relies on the use of third-party 

land adjacent to the river to reach Northstreet Moor, and further 

assessment would be required to understand the feasibility of this option. 

Widening and resurfacing of the existing Moor path would be required, 

approximately 600m. The route then joins North Street for a short section 

where a two-way cycle track is proposed, before reaching a new crossing 

to access Eastover. The route then continues on-road through the 

residential streets of Eastover Close and St Mary’s Park, connected by 

existing paths which need widening and resurfacing. A continuous 

footway crossing is proposed on St Mary’s Park and finally a two-way 

cycle track on Wincanton Road to reach the existing crossing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Parallel zebra crossing 

Continuous footway 
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3.4 Map 4a & 4b – Northern links: Newtown  

Map 4a and 4b show the residential area of Newtown to the north of 

Langport, split in to westside and eastside links through to the town.  

The link shown on Map 4a starts at the very northern extent of the town, 

tying in to existing PRoW L13/26. A widened footway to accommodate a 

shared facility for approximately 60m is proposed here, and then a two-

way cycle track as the width becomes less constrained south of Badger 

Close. Continuous footway crossings are proposed on all side streets to 

prioritise pedestrian movements. A new crossing on Newtown Road is 

required to transition on to Kennel Lane, then on to The Avenue. The 

route then comes south under the railway bridge where improvements 

are proposed; another two-way cycle track on Moor Close which then ties 

in to North Street.  

The link shown on Map 4b starts on Gladiolus Road, linking to 4a via Fern 

Road. The quiet residential nature here would require minimal 

intervention. The route comes south along Peony Road, where it joins 

Somerton Road. A new crossing on Somerton Road will be required to 

transition onto a new link to Bicknell Drive along existing PRoW L13/35, 

which is currently blocked. The route then joins the A372. Cycle tracks are 

proposed where width allows and shuttle working over the bridge. As 

there are width constraints along here, there are limited opportunities to 

provide safe space for cycling within the highway extents. Further 

assessment would be required to understand the feasibility of this link, 

and the use of third-party land to the east of the A372 could enable a safe 

route away from heavy traffic.   

 

  

 

  

Shuttle working 

Two-way cycle track 

Informal crossing / raised table 
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4 Methodology and assessment 

In order to assess the routes discussed above, they have each been 

scored using an adapted version of the Cycling Level of Service Tool (LTN 

1/20, Appendix A). Assumptions have been made based on how the route 

will function if it were to be implemented. The route scores are shown 

below in Table 1, and more detailed scoring can be found in Appendix 1.  

While it is considered that all of the links identified might play a role in 

the delivery of a comprehensive active travel network for the town, the 

route scoring approach could form part of the decision making process 

around the prioritisation of delivery. 

The DfT Propensity to cycle tool shows that the three main roads within 

Langport and Huish Episcopi are all routes which are likely to be useful 

for people traveling within Langport, or between neighbouring 

settlements such as Somerton and Curry Rivel.   

Further considerations around prioritisation could be made based upon 

deliverability. This might include consideration of land availability and 

access rights, construction feasibility and construction costs. 

 

Table 1: Route scores based on the Cycling Level of Service Tool ((LTN1/20) 

Network 

Element 

Key Requirements 
Total score Comments 

Cohesion Directness Safety Comfort Attractiveness 

Riverside Link 

(Map 1) 
2 0 9 5 5 21 

Steep gradient of PRoW L20/8 

lowers score for directness. Seen as 

critical issue as route is not suitable 

for cycling. 

Cyclists sharing carriageway within 

critical range 3.2-3.9m lowers score 

for safety, but not considered 

critical issue assuming traffic 

calming/modal filter is 

implemented. 

Southern Link 

(Map 2) 
2 4 10 6 5 27 

A high deviation factor means the 

route is not very direct. 

Use of third-party land necessary 

to avoid A372 at eastern extent. 

Relatively high score 

East/west link 

(Map 3) 
2 4 10 6 5 27 

Relies on third-party land to avoid 

bringing the route along Bow 

St/A378, which is highly 

constrained.  

Relatively high score 

Northern 

Links 

(Map 4a +4b) 

2 5 7 6 5 25 

Providing a safe route on the A372 

will be problematic unless third 

party land can be used 

Opportunities to improve 

permeability / pedestrian 

environment on Somerton Road 

Might be challenging to implement 

shuttle working on the bridge. 
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5 Discounted options 

Introducing traffic free routes in Langport will be challenging due to the 

dense historic built form, high traffic flows and topography. There are a 

number of opportunities to improve active travel connectivity as 

discussed previously, and we were specifically asked to consider several 

existing rights of way within the town. However, following our site visit 

and subsequent review there were several route options that were 

assessed and discounted due to constraints which deemed them to be 

unsuitable for cycling in particular.  

Bow Street (A372) has a high volume of traffic (approx. AADT of 8,000) 

and due to width constraints imposed by the medieval street network 

and more recent built form, it would not be possible to accommodate a 

segregated cycle facility along here. It has therefore been discounted as 

a viable route alignment. While a short stretch of cycle infrastructure 

might be accommodated here if a shuttle working arrangement was 

introduced, this is likely to be technically challenging to deliver. Cyclists 

will use Bow Street, but this route is unlikely to be suitable for most 

people to cycle on without a significant reduction in traffic passing 

through the town.  

The link along Whatley Lane to Bush Place was assessed, but the steep 

gradient makes it unsuitable for cycling. It is also very narrow with limited 

scope for widening.  

The western section of The Hill was assessed and was deemed to be too 

steep for cycling. Reductions in traffic flows here might make The Hill 

more suitable for cycling, particularly with greater up take of e-bikes. 

Priest Lane was assessed but was discounted again due to the steep 

gradient and width constraints. The access on to North Street (A378) 

would be unsafe, and there are limited opportunities for further 

connectivity beyond at its northeast end.  

These routes are all suitable for pedestrians although topography and 

proximity to high volumes of traffic may make these routes less 

attractive. 
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6 Public realm enhancements 

 

The Hanging Chapel is a 13th-century iconic structure situated on The Hill. 

It has been designated a Grade-I listed building and is a Scheduled Ancient 

Monument. It is a tourist attraction and well-loved by the locals but has 

been hit and damaged by lorries a number of times in the past few years.  

In April 2022, the Hanging Chapel was temporarily closed following a 

crash with a HGV, and it is understood that the response to the closure 

to traffic was generally positive.  It would be possible to implement a 

modal filter here on a more permanent basis, meaning there would be no 

access for through traffic beneath the Chapel. This would not only protect 

the structure from collisions going forward but create a safer and more 

pleasant environment for walking and cycling, as well as improving the 

public realm, benefitting both local residents and tourists. Parking 

restrictions might also help to improve the sense of place.   

More widely, there are opportunities to enhance the public realm in a 

number of places across the town including Bow Street, Parrot Close, at 

the junction of The Hill with the A372, and along the A372 Somerton 

Road. These interventions would be aimed at slowing traffic down and 

making the areas feel more inviting for pedestrians rather than reducing 

traffic volumes.  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hanging Chapel looking West The Hanging Chapel looking West 

The Hanging Chapel looking East 
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7 Recommendations / next steps  

The key recommendations highlighted below are based on the 

assessment in chapter 4. Together the delivery of improvements along 

each of the routes highlighted in the adjacent plan can form a network of 

routes which will enable people to move around Langport and Huish 

Episcopi in a more healthy and sustainable way. 

 The riverside link scored the lowest out of the routes assessed 

and has therefore been discounted. The gradient in some 

sections makes it unsuitable for cycling. However, there may be 

some more localised benefit in enhancing the riverside path 

between The Bridge and the Parrett Close car park.   

 The southern link, east/west link and northern links shown on the 

map opposite, could be implemented to provide active travel 

options through the town, creating permeability and connecting 

key destinations, and helping to create a modal shift for short 

journeys in and around Langport.  

 Discussions with the school, leisure centre and cricket club could 

broaden opportunities to avoid the need for people to cycle on 

the A372 Wincanton Road. Discussions with ABP Langport will be 

vital to the delivery of the southern link. 

 For all of the proposed links, it is recommended that discussions 

with landowners are undertaken to understand if the use of 

third-party land would be an option to avoid heavy traffic 

particularly on the A372 Wincanton Road and the A378 Bow 

Street. 

 A modal filter on The Hill is recommended to reduce traffic flow 

and enhance public realm. This would also help to protect the 

Hanging Chapel. 
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8 Appendix 1 – Route Scoring 

Riverside link (Map 1) 

 

Key 

requirement 
Score Comments 

Cohesion 2 1 - Potential to connect to other routes with minimal disruption 

1 - Continuous provision possible 

0 - Density of network n/a, no existing network 

Directness 5 (0) 2 - High score for distance (deviation factor of 1.1) 

1 – Minimal stopping and give-way frequency  

1 – Minimal delay at junctions (just 1 toucan crossing) 

1 – Minimal delay on links  

0 - Steep gradient (Assumed critical issue in this case, therefore overall score of 0) 

Safety 9 1 - Short section on-road - 20mph extended 

2 - low traffic volume (0-2500 AADT assumed) 

0 - Cyclists sharing carriageway within critical range 3.2-3.9m -  Potential risk of collision - bad visibility. (Not considered critical due to assumed 

modal low traffic volumes. Would recommend filter on The Hill to reduce volume further) 

2 – no complex design necessary 

2 – minimal conflict with kerbside activity 

2 – the route avoids physical hazards 

Comfort 5 2 – assumed high quality surface 

1 – no more than 25% has width below desirable min  

2 – assumed route will be well signed  

Attractiveness 5 1 – may be challenging to light the whole route (potential for solar studs along riverside) and some sections may feel isolated 

1 – minimal impact on pedestrian provision 

2 – signing shouldn’t cause additional obstruction 

1 – assumed that some cycle parking can be provided 

 

Total 21 
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Southern link (Map 2) 

Key 

requirement 
Score Comments 

Cohesion 2 1 - Potential to connect to other routes with minimal disruption 

1 - Continuous provision possible through discreet sections 

0 - Density of network n/a, no existing network  

Directness 4 0 - Low score for distance (deviation factor of 2,  DF is 1.7 if coming from the south) 

1 – Minimal stopping and give-way frequency 

1 – Minimal delay at junctions (just 1 toucan crossing) 

1 – Minimal delay on links 

1 – no sections of route with steeper than recommended gradients  

Safety 10 1 - Short section on-road / shared provision proposed 

2 - low traffic volume (0-2500 AADT assumed) for shared sections 

2 - Potential risk of collision in carriageway is low, assuming third party land can be used 

1 – some complex design necessary if using third party land 

2 – minimal conflict with kerbside activity? 

2 – the route avoids physical hazards? 

Comfort 6 2 – assumed high quality surface 

2 – no more than 25% has width below desirable min  

2 – assumed route will be well signed 

Attractiveness 5 0 – may be challenging to light the whole route and some sections may feel isolated e.g. Huish Drove 

1 – minimal impact on pedestrian provision 

2 – signing shouldn’t cause additional obstruction 

1 – assumed that some cycle parking can be provided 

 

Total 27 
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East/west  link (Map 3) 

Key 

requirement 
Score Comments 

Cohesion 2 1 - Potential to connect to other routes with minimal disruption 

1 - Continuous provision possible through discreet sections 

0 - Density of network n/a, no existing network  

Directness 4 0 - Low score for distance (deviation factor of 1.7) 

1 – Minimal stopping and give-way frequency 

1 – Minimal delay at junctions (just 1 toucan crossing and one parallel) 

1 – Minimal delay on links 

1 – no sections of route with steeper than recommended gradients  

Safety 10 1 - Short section on-road, assumed low speeds (20-30mph) through residential areas) 

2 - low traffic volume (0-2500 AADT assumed) for shared sections 

2 - Potential risk of collision in carriageway is low, assuming third party land can be used 

1 – some complex design necessary if using third party land 

2 - minimal conflict with kerbside activity? 

2 – the route avoids physical hazards? 

Comfort 6 2 – assumed high quality surface 

2 – no more than 25% has width below desirable min  

2 – assumed route will be well signed 

Attractiveness 5 0 – may be challenging to light the whole route and some sections may feel isolated e.g. northstreet Moor 

1 – minimal impact on pedestrian provision 

2 – signing shouldn’t cause additional obstruction 

1 – assumed that some cycle parking can be provided 

 

Total 27 
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Northern links (Map 4a + 4b) 

Key 

requirement 
Score Comments 

Cohesion 2 1 - Potential to connect to other routes with minimal disruption 

1 - Continuous provision possible through discreet sections 

0 - Density of network n/a, no existing network 

Directness 5 1 - amber score for distance (deviation factor of 1.2 

1 – Minimal stopping and give-way frequency 

1 – Minimal delay at junctions (potentially 3 controlled crossings) 

1 – Minimal delay on links 

1 – no sections of route with steeper than recommended gradients  

Safety 7 0 – Providing a safe route on the A372 will be problematic unless third party land can be used 

(Numerous sections on-road in residential areas) but assumed low speeds (20-30mph) + traffic calming proposed 

2 - low traffic volume (0-2500 AADT assumed) for shared sections 

0 - Potential risk of collision in carriageway cyclists in unrestricted traffic lanes outside critical range 

1 – some complex design necessary if using third party land + shuttle working over bridge 

2 – minimal conflict with kerbside activity? 

2 – the route avoids physical hazards? 

Comfort 6 2 – assumed high quality surface 

2 – no more than 25% has width below desirable min  

2 – assumed route will be well signed 

Attractiveness 5 1 – short/infrequent unlit sections 

1 – minimal impact on pedestrian provision 

2 – signing shouldn’t cause additional obstruction 

1 – assumed that some cycle parking can be provided 

 

Total 25 

 


